
 

 

apprenticeship in process mechanics: stone and earths (reference 25/13) 

 
On behalf of a client company situated in the city of Mühlhausen we are looking for an 
apprentice as a process mechanic with a focus on stones and earths as materials. Our client, 
the MBN Mühlhäuser Beton- und Natursteinwerk GmbH & Co. KG, produces building 
materials for the construction of housing, industry buildings, civil engineering and road 
construction. Telecommunication, gardening and landscaping are other fields of application 
for their products. 

About the apprenticeship 

 duration is 36 months (which is the regular duration of an apprenticeship in Germany) 

 It consists of practical and theoretical training.  

 Practical training is done in the company and in some cases in a training facility; 
theoretical education is done in a vocational school. Therefore you won’t just learn the 
theory but also gain hands-on practical experience in this vocation.  

 You receive vocational training pay.  

 
Training content 

 You learn to construct concrete components, such as cinder blocks, building stones for 
walls, and flags. You will also produce large format concrete components like walls and 
pillars. In the scope of this you learn how to prepare fresh concrete out of sand, gravel, 
cement, additives and water using dosage and mixing plants. 

 You monitor and control the machine that is filling the prepared forms with fresh concrete. 
You will also swage and compress these fillings. As a next step you inspect the quality of 
the formed parts, i.e. dimensional accuracy and mechanical strength. 

 On occasions you will treat and shape concrete surfaces, i.e. by sandblasting or eroding 
in order to achieve specific effects or surface structures.  

 Moreover process mechanics transport and store pre-constructed components 
appropriately, arrange packaging for transportation and prepare the items for dispatching. 

 

Your profile 

 school graduation (equivalent to German middle school, where you graduate after 10 
school years, or better such as high school graduation)  

 at least average knowledge of math and sciences 

 at least basic proficiency in German language (the training is conducted in German) 

 technical grasp and craftsmanship 

 reliability, willingness to learn and ability to work independently 

 you are between 18 and 35 years old and physically fit 

 
Conditions 

 interesting apprenticeship with diverse task spectrum 

 good working climate in our team 

 40hour workweek  

 apprentice’s pay 

 
Application documents 

 CV 

 school graduation certificate, other certificates and employment references if relevant 
 

Please send your complete application documents by email to karriere@eichenbaum.de. 
For further inquiries please contact us (in English or German) on +49 3621 510 400. 

Follow us facebook for more job offers!  

mailto:karriere@eichenbaum.de
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Eurowexel/138816176292428

